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OVERCOMPENSATION IN AEDES MOSQUITOES POPULATIONS: FIELD TESTS
ON LIKELIHOOD AND AN AGENT-BASED MODEL TO INVESTIGATE
THE INFLUENCE OF COHORT STRUCTURE

KATHERINE G. EVANS
83 Pages
The number of individuals in a competitive environment can affect the growth rate,
survival, size, and fecundity of those individuals, which are collectively known as densitydependent effects. Overcompensation may occur if few juveniles survive to adulthood in a highdensity environment. Overcompensation arises when density-dependent survival interacts with
extrinsic sources of mortality, such that more juveniles survive to adulthood than if no extrinsic
mortality had occurred.
I tested the hypothesis that density-dependent effects are common and strong in the field
for three mosquito species: Aedes aegypti, Aedes albopictus, and Aedes triseriatus. I surveyed
naturally occurring densities in novel and established field containers, then introduced larvae at
similar densities and censused the containers for survivors. The results indicated that either
compensation or overcompensation would have been likely to occur at higher densities, for some
of the sites and times tested, for each species.
Additionally, I tested the hypothesis that overcompensation will occur when early-acting
extrinsic mortality is applied to naturally-occurring densities in the field. Overcompensation did
not occur with the application of either early-acting or late-acting extrinsic mortality at the
naturally-occurring densities tested.

Finally, I tested the hypothesis that the level of resource competition between larvae
would be affected by the synchrony of larval cohorts, such that asynchronous and synchronous
cohorts will respond differently to extrinsic mortality. The synchrony of juvenile cohorts could
affect the likelihood of overcompensation by influencing the proportion of vulnerable individuals
in a population. An agent-based model was developed to explore the effects of environmentallyinduced hatching synchrony in a mosquito population. The initial density of individuals, hatchevent time intervals, the extent of juvenile mortality, and the timing of juvenile mortality are
factors that were explored with the model. The results of the model indicated that
overcompensation in the number of adults was influenced by the interaction between cohort
synchrony and the extent of early-acting juvenile mortality.

KEYWORDS: overcompensation, density-dependent effects, Aedes aegypti, Aedes albopictus,
Aedes triseriatus, agent-based modeling
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CHAPTER I: FIELD TESTS ON THE LIKELIHOOD OF OVERCOMPENSATION
FOR THREE AEDES SPECIES
Introduction
Intraspecific competition is a driving force in population dynamics for a range of species,
such as seedlings on the forest floor (Clark & Clark, 1984; Johnson et al., 2012), mites and fish
species in fishery systems (Rose et al., 2001; Takasuka et al., 2019). Density-dependent effects
arise when fecundity or mortality increases with an increase in the density of a population
(Antonovics & Levin, 1980). Negative consequences of density-dependence can manifest as
diminished growth, delayed maturation, and mortality. Density-dependent effects must be
evaluated and considered to effectively manage a population. Due to negative density-dependent
effects subjecting the population to extrinsic mortality will not always result in fewer individuals
overall or in the target stage.
Density-dependent mortality occurs when individuals do not acquire enough resources to
survive because of high competition. In populations with high levels of density-dependent
effects, harvesting some individuals from a population can allow the remaining individuals to
acquire enough resources to survive, thereby reducing the overall level of density-dependent
mortality. For example, studies have shown the importance of harvesting managed fish
populations to produce a greater number of reproductively successful adults (Schröder et al.,
2009; Zipkin et al., 2008). Compensation is when the same number of survivors are produced
when extrinsic mortality is applied to a population than if no extrinsic mortality had occurred.
Compensation occurs in maturation-regulated populations when increases in juvenile density
result in the same number of individuals surviving to adulthood. When compensation occurs,
extrinsic mortality approximately substitutes for individuals that would have died from density-
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dependent mortality; therefore the same number of individuals survive to adulthood (Washburn
et al., 1991). Overcompensation is when a greater number of survivors are produced when
extrinsic mortality is applied than if no extrinsic mortality had occurred. Overcompensation
occurs in maturation-regulated populations when increases in juvenile density causes a decrease
in the number of survivors to the subsequent stage (Abrams, 2009). Overcompensation of adults
occurs because density-dependent mortality within the juvenile stage is reduced.
Adult mosquitoes are rarely subject to density-dependent effects, because competition for
resources is seldom the strongest factor in determining whether an adult mosquito will
successfully reproduce (Juliano, 2007). However, container breeding mosquito larvae exhibit
density-dependent effects in high-density environments, including density-dependent mortality,
changes in maturation rate, and reduction in size which is related to lower reproductive success
(Lord, 1998; Walsh et al., 2011; Walsh et al., 2013; Walsh et al., 2012). The goal of mosquito
management is to reduce the number of biting adults in an area. To effectively control a
population, it is important to evaluate density-dependent effects among mosquito larvae and their
interactions with extrinsic mortality, because those interactions can directly influence the number
and reproductive success of biting adults.
Three mosquito species that are commonly targeted for management are Aedes
albopictus, Aedes aegypti, and Aedes triseriatus because they are important in regards to public
health. A. aegypti and A. albopictus are known to vector chikungunya, dengue, yellow fever, and
Zika (Petersen et al., 2016; Weaver & Reisen, 2010). A. triseriatus is the primary vector of
LaCrosse Virus (Westby et al., 2015). Previous laboratory studies have shown that extrinsic
mortality in a high-density larval environment will result in compensation or overcompensation
of adults for A. albopictus (McIntire & Juliano, 2018), A. aegypti, and A. triseriatus (Neale &
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Juliano, 2019). Additionally, McIntire & Juliano explored the timing of mortality – whether it
occurs during an early larval instar stage or a late larval instar stage – and indicated that timing
did influence whether or not overcompensation occurred (McIntire & Juliano, 2018). Earlyacting larval mortality resulted in an increase of the number of survivors to adulthood. In
contrast, late-acting larval mortality reduced the number of survivors to ad ulthood. The timing of
mortality has been suggested as a mechanism for overcompensation, driven by whether resources
are acquired by competing individuals prior to death or left in the environment (Abrams, 2009).
The timing of mortality is particularly important to consider, because different mosquito larval
control methods impose death at different larval stages.
Larval control methods with early-acting larval mortality signatures include those using
copepods, which prey on early instar stages of larvae, as a biological control agent (Kay & Nam,
2005) and the sterile insect technique (SIT) and incompatible insect technique (IIT), which
induce mortality at the earliest possible time point by reducing egg hatch (Lees et al., 2015). Two
examples of larval control methods with late-acting larval mortality signatures are pyriproxyfen
and the Release of Insects carrying a Dominant Lethal gene (abbreviated RIDL). Pyriproxyfen is
a larvicide that inhibits juvenile growth hormone and induces mortality at pupation (Dhadiallat
al., 1998). The RIDL approach is a genetically-modified mosquito that transmits a late-acting
dominant lethal gene that induces mortality in late instars (Phuc et al., 2007).
Novel control methods, such as the incompatible insect technique (Mains et al., 2016)
and the RIDL approach (Phuc et al., 2007), offer the advantage of providing species-specific
control, which can reduce the likelihood of non-target mortality. However, the ecological
consequences of targeted stage-specific extrinsic mortality for conspecific mosquito larvae has
yet to be explored in a field setting. Previous field studies have indicated that density-
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dependence is likely to be strong in the field for Aedes mosquito larvae at naturally occurring
densities (Nannini & Juliano, 1998; Washburn et al., 1991; Walsh et al., 2011 ). Understanding
of the level and frequency of density-dependent mortality among conspecific container-breeding
mosquitoes can help inform control practices, particularly as species-specific control approaches
gain popularity. A reduction of some, but not all, larvae in a given container may alleviate
resource competition for the survivors. Therefore, the species-specific approaches are likely to
influence intraspecific competition by killing a proportion of individuals of one species in a
container through hatch reduction or lethal genes.
The research presented here was conducted to determine whether density-dependent
effects are likely to influence the effectiveness of mosquito management through larval control
methods at field-relevant densities. Two hypotheses were tested in the experiments reported here.
The first hypothesis is that larval abundance and resource conditions in the field will commonly
lead to resource competition levels that result in high levels of density-dependent mortality. The
second hypothesis is that the likelihood of overcompensation in the field increases with earlyacting extrinsic mortality, because of a decrease in competition before density-dependent
mortality occurs.
Methods
We conducted experiments on three mosquito species: A. triseriatus, A. albopictus, and
A. aegypti. For each species, at least two experiments were run at different times, at different
field sites, or both different times and field sites. First, we conducted surveys of larval densities,
by setting out containers and filling them half-full with water. The containers were colonized by
the local mosquito population for 4 to 6 weeks. After the survey, for the density manipulation
experiments, we removed the colonizers and replaced them with first instar lab-hatched mosquito
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larvae. Only one species was introduced for each experiment, which was a simplifying measure
to avoid parsing interspecific competition from intraspecific competition when evaluating
density-dependent effects. The number of first instar larvae added to each container was
determined by the range of densities present at the end of the survey period. The containers were
censused for the number of surviving larvae and pupae. The total number of survivors was
analyzed with a non-linear regression to determine the likelihood that overcompensation would
occur at the field-relevant densities. Experiments 1-10 (described below) are density
manipulation experiments.
For the mortality timing experiments, following the survey, we similarly removed the
colonizers and replaced them with first instar lab-hatched mosquito larvae of the target species.
We selected the number of first instar larvae to add to each container from the high end of the
range of densities at the end of the survey period, and the same number was used for all
containers in each experiment. Density-dependent effects will be strongest at higher densities. If
we were to detect overcompensation it would have the strongest signal at the highest densities,
hence why we selected the number of larvae for containers from the high end of the density
range. Containers were randomly assigned to three treatment groups: control (no mortality),
early-mortality (simulated SIT/IIT), and late-mortality (simulated RIDL). Mortality was applied
to the early-mortality and late-mortality groups in at a level reflective of field trials for
techniques with the relevant mortality timing. The containers were censused for survivors. The
mean number of survivors for each treatment group was analyzed with a one-way ANOVA to
determine whether each mortality treatment resulted in additive mortality, compensation, or
overcompensation. Experiments 11 and 12 (described below) are mortality timing experiments.
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Survey Period
The goal of the survey period for each experiment was to determine the densities of
mosquito larvae that would naturally occur at a site with the introduction of novel breeding
containers. At the end of the survey period, the water and material from each container was
rinsed through a sieve. The larvae from each container were removed, placed in labeled
containers, and transported to the lab. The water and detritus from each container was transferred
to a new container, to ensure that no unhatched eggs would affect the subsequent density
manipulation experiment, which was then placed back in the same location as the original
container. The containers were then sealed from further colonization with plastic lids that had
been cut and re-constructed with a wire-mesh center covered with bridal veil. The mesh supplied
support for the bridal veil, which was woven sufficiently tight enough to keep out adult
mosquitoes of all sizes. The lids allowed rainfall to accumulate in the containers as well as
airflow, but prevented oviposition by mosquitoes from local populations. Rainfall would
overflow out of the top of the container if enough water accumulated. Variation in procedures
between the experiments include the date the survey started, the site, the length of the survey
period, the number of survey containers, the type of container, and the water source for filling
the container (Table 1). The field site for each experiment is described below.
Experiment 1 – The field site was located at the Merwin Nature Preserve in McLean
County, Illinois. The site was arranged approximately 20 meters from a maintained trail in a
deciduous woodland. Commonly occurring trees in the woodland are hackberry (Celtis
occidentalis), oak (Quercus spp.), and hickory (Carya spp). The field site has previously been
used in other field studies (Westby & Juliano, 2017), and historically abundant species in the
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area are Aedes japonicus and A. triseriatus. Containers were set out in a 5 x 6 grid, with each
container placed 10 meters apart. Each container was held in place with two wooden stakes.
Experiment 2 – Experiment 2 took place at the same field site as experiment 1 and was
set up similarly.

Experiment

Target
species

Start date

Site

1

A.
triseriatus

June, 2017

Merwin
Forest

2

A.
triseriatus

June, 2018

Merwin
Forest

3

A.
albopictus

June, 2018

Tyson
Research
Center

4

A.
albopictus

June, 2018

FMEL

5

A.
albopictus

July, 2018

FMEL

6

A.
albopictus

June, 2019

Graceland
Cemetery

Decatur,
IL

7

A. aegypti

June, 2018

8

A. aegypti

July, 2018

Vero
Beach
Suburb
Vero
Beach
Suburb

9

A. aegypti

June, 2019

Memorial
Gardens

10

A. aegypti

June, 2019

Memorial
Garden

Vero
Beach,
FL
Vero
Beach,
FL
Fort
Myers,
FL
Fort
Myers,
FL

Location
McLean
County,
IL
McLean
County,
IL
St. Louis,
MO
Vero
Beach,
FL
Vero
Beach,
FL

Survey
period
length
(weeks)

Number of
survey
containers

Container
type

6

32

8L bucket

6

30

4L bucket

6

30

4L bucket

4

30

4L bucket

Distilled
water

4

30

4L bucket

Distilled
water

6

27

1L vase

Distilled
water

4

26

4L bucket

Distilled
water

4

30

4L bucket

Distilled
water

N/A

22

1L vase

N/A

4

29

1L vase

Distilled
water

Water
source
Rain
barrel,
sieved
Rain
barrel,
sieved
Rain
barrel,
sieved

Table 1. Variation between experiment sampling periods. The variations in procedures between experiments for
the survey period are outlined above. The experiments are grouped by the target species. 1L vases are graveyard
vases which stake into the ground. Rain barrel water was collected from barrels on -site and sieved to remove
larvae, predators, and parasites.
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Experiment 3 – The field site was located at Tyson Research Center outside of St. Louis,
Missouri. The experiment site was arranged within the oak-hickory forest at the foothills of the
Ozark mountain range. The field site has previously been used in other mosquito field studies
(Juliano, Westby, & Ower, 2019), and historically abundant species in the area include A.
japonicus and A. triseriatus. At the Tyson Research Center, a 5 x 6 grid was marked out with 3
containers on either side of a gravel access road. Containers were placed 10 meters apart along
the grid.
Experiment 4 – The field site was located within the hammock surrounding the Florida
Medical Entomology Laboratory (abbreviated FMEL) in Vero Beach, FL. The hammock is a
sub-tropical forest with thick underbrush dominated by saw palmettos (Serenoa repens). Due to
ongoing research at the laboratory, containers and tires are routinely left in the forest to attract
container-breeding mosquitoes for periodic surveillance and collection. The site has previously
been used in numerous field studies conducted in association with FMEL (e.g. Juliano et al.,
2010; O’Neal & Juliano, 2013), and historically abundant species in the area include A. aegypti
and A. albopictus. A 5 x 6 grid was marked out with each container placed 5 meters apart along
the grid.
Experiment 5 – Experiment 5 took place at the same field site as experiment 4 and was
set up similarly.
Experiment 6 – The field site was located at Graceland Cemetery in Decatur, Illinois.
The cemetery was mowed and maintained regularly, with large trees providing intermittent
shaded areas. Previous studies had not been conducted at the site. This site was chosen because it
was predicted to have A. albopictus present in the survey period, along with A. japonicus and A.
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triseriatus which are present at the other Midwest sites. A 5 x 6 grid was marked out with each
container placed 5 meters apart along the grid.
Experiment 7 - The field site was located in a suburban back yard on Vero Beach Island,
FL. The site had numerous tropical and ornamental plants growing throughout the yard, which
included a diverse assemblage of bromeliads. The approximately one acre, or 4,000 m 2 yard was
surrounded by similarly-sized lots on three sides. The yard was mowed weekly. The owner of the
property, an employee of FMEL, had previously noted A. albopictus and A. aegypti at the site in
previous years. The vegetation and size of the lot permitted a U-shaped configuration of the
containers. Lines of 10 containers were placed along two sides of the property. At the back of the
property, two rows of 5 container were placed perpendicular to the long rows. Each container
was placed at least 5 meters apart from the next closest container.
Experiment 8 - Experiment 8 took place at the same field site as experiment 7 and was
set up similarly.
Experiment 9 – The field site was located at Memorial Gardens cemetery in Fort Myers,
FL. Memorial Gardens is a well-maintained private cemetery that covers approximately 5 acres.
The cemetery faces a 4 lane bypass, and two of the remaining sides are adjacent to smaller sidestreets within a commercial area. The fourth side of the cemetery is adjacent to a creek that
collects run off from the cemetery and a middle-class neighborhood situated directly behind the
cemetery. Historical trapping records from the Lee County Mosquito Control District indicated
that Memorial Gardens Cemetery was located in an area where A. aegypti was the predominantly
collected container-breeding mosquito species. In place of a survey period, we collected samples
from graveyard vases that were present on-site, i.e. “established containers”. The density
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manipulation experiment was set-up in the vegetation growing alongside the creek, which
included Brazilian pepper, tall grasses, trees, and shrubs.
Experiment 10 - Experiment 10 took place at the same field site as experiment 9.
Experiment 10 had a survey period similar to experiments 1-8. For the density manipulation
experiment, containers from experiments 9 and 10 were set out in one line, with each container
placed at least 5m apart.
Experiment 11 – The field site was located within the hammock surrounding FMEL in
Vero Beach, FL. The field site was in a different area of the FMEL campus than experiments 4
and 5, however the vegetation was similar and miscellaneous research containers were scattered
throughout the area. A 5 x 6 grid was marked out with each container placed 5 meters apart
along the grid.
Experiment 12 – The field site was located at Iglesia Presbyterian Church in Fort Myers,
Florida. The property of the church includes a 5 acres lot that is mowed approximately once
every two weeks, except for a small section that is mowed weekly to maintain a soccer-field.
One side of the property is adjacent to a 10 acre forest of Australian pine. The parallel side of the
property is vegetated by Brazilian pepper, and is adjacent to a line of low-income houses that
have yards which back-up to the property. Historical trapping records from the Lee County
Mosquito Control District indicated that the Iglesia property was located in an area where A.
aegypti and A. albopictus were the predominantly collected container-breeding mosquito species.
The containers were placed at least 5m apart along the perimeter of the property, situated within
the Australian pine and Brazilian pepper vegetated areas.
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Density Manipulation
The goal of the density manipulation experiments was to determine the relationship
between density treatments within naturally occurring ranges and the number of survivors over
time.
For some of the experiments, a second container with a concave wire mesh insert was
staked adjacent to the experimental containers. The mesh insert allowed the containers to collect
detritus, which was transferred to the experimental containers. The purpose of the secondary
container was to allow an influx of resources throughout the experiment that was approximately
equivalent to what the experimental container would accumulate if its lid was not sealed. These
secondary containers thus enabled us to test whether the sealing of our experimental containers
caused an important reduction in the detritus resources accumulating during the course of the
experiment. Experiments 2, 3, and 7, one experiment for each target species, had secondary
containers for half the containers. A two-way fixed effects ANOVA was used to test whether
detritus addition had any detectable effect or interaction with the initial density on the number of
survivors. The addition of detritus did not have a significant effect on the number of survivors in
any of the three experiments.
Eggs from lab-reared colonies of the target species were hatched in the lab, and after 24
hours first-instar larvae were aliquoted into vials. The larval numbers used in each experiment
represented the range of densities present during the survey period. Larval numbers were chosen
to cover a breadth of the range, as the number of hatched first instar larvae allowed. The numbers
were selected in a way that we presumed would allow the regression to fit most accurately. In
most experiments, several numbers from the lower end of the range were chosen to improve the
fit of the regression in areas with potentially greater variation.
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For example, if numbers ranging from 10 – 150 individuals were present during the
survey period, then numbers used during the density manipulation experiment could be 0, 10, 40,
80, 120, and 150 individuals, with 5 replicates at each density. Vials of larvae were transported
to the field, and initial larval densities were randomly assigned to the containers. The containers
with 0 larvae added were control containers, which were used to determine the effectiveness of
removal of natural colonists, and whether any eggs were transferred to the experimental
container with the water and detritus. The day that larvae were added to the containers was
defined as experiment day 0.
The experimental containers were censused for survivors on set days. On each census
day, any detritus that had collected in the secondary containers was added to the experimental
containers. Pupae were collected into labeled vials and returned to the lab, where they were
identified to species after eclosion. Adults that were present in the container or on the water were
counted and identified to species (when identification was possible). If containers that had an
initial density greater than 0 were reduced to zero remaining individuals, either because all
individuals had died or eclosed, then those containers were removed from the field. On the final
census day, all remaining individuals were transferred to labeled containers and transported back
to the lab.
The cumulative number of survivors was calculated as the total number of living
mosquito larvae in a container on the final census day, plus any individuals that had been
removed as pupae or counted as adults on previous census days. Individuals were also identified
to species when possible to ensure that contamination from the natural community was limited.
Individuals of the same species were assumed to have been the experimental individuals, because
it was not possible to distinguish introduced individuals of the target species from contamination.
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S = aH / [1 + (a/b) Hd ]
Equation 1: This equation was used to determine the relationship between the density of larvae
and the survival of those individuals. S is the number of survivors, H is the initial density, a is the
level of density independent mortality, b is the density that produces the asymptotic maximum of
survivors, and d fits the relationship of the parameters.

We used the non-linear relationship (equation 1) (Osenberg et al., 2002; Schmitt et al. 1999)
between initial density and survival to predict whether overcompensation would be likely to
occur at some of the natural densities, should extrinsic mortality have been enacted on those
containers. When the value of parameter d is greater than 1.0, overcompensation is predicted at
high initial densities. Specifically, the densities at or equal to b are likely to produce more
individuals when extrinsic mortality occurs than if no extrinsic mortality occurs. When the value
of parameter d is equal to 1.0, compensation is predicted to occur. Specifically, the densities
equal to or greater than b are likely to produce the same number of individuals when extrinsic
mortality occurs than if no extrinsic mortality occurs. When the value of parameter d is less than
1.0, additive mortality is likely to occur at all densities.
The density manipulation experiments varied from each other in a number of ways, hence
each experiment was executed and statistically analyzed separately. Variation in procedures
between the experiments include the date the experiment started, the type of container used, the
initial larval numbers, the number of experimental containers, the days survivors were censused,
and whether detritus was added from a secondary container (Table 2).
A non-linear regression analysis based on the initial density and the cumulative number
of survivors on the final census day was conducted separately for each experiment in SAS 9.4
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(SAS institute, Cary NC) using equation 1. The mixed model non-linear regression analyses
were conducted with a Poisson distribution of error.

Experiment

Target
species

Start
date
(day 0)

Container
type

Initial larval
densities

Number of
experimental
containers

Census
days

Detritus
addition

1

A.
triseriatus

7/21/17

8L bucket

10 20 40
80 160 320

28

6, 10, 14,
18

No

2

A.
triseriatus

7/11/18

4L bucket

50 100 150
200 300

20

6, 10, 14,
18

Half

3

A.
albopictus

6/23/18

4L bucket

50 100 200
300 400 500

25

6, 10, 14

Half

4

A.
albopictus

6/28/18

4L bucket

15 30 70

13

6, 9 ,12

All

5

A.
albopictus

7/30/18

4L bucket

40 60 80
100 120

19

6, 9, 13

All

6

A.
albopictus

7/8/19

1L vase

25 50 100
150 200 300

19

6, 10, 14

All

7

A. aegypti

6/30/18

4L bucket

70 150 250
350

24

6, 9, 12

Half

8

A. aegypti

8/1/18

4L bucket

50 100 150
175

20

6, 9, 13

All

9

A. aegypti

7/22/19

1L vase

10 30 50 80
100

20

6, 9, 12,
15, 17

All

10

A. aegypti

7/22/19

1L vase

20 50 90
130 160

18

6, 9, 12,
15, 17

All

Table 2. Variation between density manipulation experiments . The variations in procedures between
experiments for the density manipulations are outlined above. The experiments are grouped by the target
species. Detritus additions are from secondary containers to supplement resources throughout the experiment.
“Half” indicates that half of the containers received detritus additions. Census days are relative to the sta rt date.

Mortality Timing Experiments
Similar to the density manipulation experiments, each of the mortality timing
experiments was preceded by a survey period. The density chosen for the mortality timing
experiment was based on the upper range of larval densities that established during the survey
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period. Therefore, the “base number” represents a density likely to be found for a natural
population at the relevant field site.
The goal of the mortality timing experiment was to determine if overcompensation
occurred at the upper range of naturally occurring densities when extrinsic mortality was applied
to cohorts at those densities. Additionally, the mortality timing experiment compared the
likelihood of overcompensation in the field for control techniques that cause early larval
mortality or late larval mortality.
There were two treatments applied to the base number to simulate the mortality
signatures of species-specific mosquito control approaches. The first treatment simulated the
sterile insect technique, and incompatible insect technique, which reduce the number of
individuals that successfully hatch. Therefore, to simulate the technique, fewer newly hatched
individuals were initially introduced to each container. The percentage of the base number of
individuals initially introduced was selected based on reported decreases of hatch rate in areas
treated by the incompatible insect technique (Mains et al., 2016).
The second treatment simulated the late-acting mortality signature of the RIDL (Release
of Insects carrying Dominant Lethal gene) approach, a genetically modified mosquito approach
that causes larvae to die as late-instars prior to pupation (Carvalho et al., 2015). Again, the
percentage of the base number of individuals that was removed late in development was selected
based on reported effectiveness of the treatment. To simulate the mortality, individuals were
randomly selected on day 8 or 9 of the experiment and killed with forceps. The bodies of the
killed individuals were left to decompose in the containers, as would occur with RI DL. The
number of individuals killed was a fixed percentage of the number of individuals alive in each
container on day 8 or 9. The percentage was fixed, rather than the absolute number of larvae,
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because there is no evidence that RIDL and non-RIDL larvae experience unequal densitydependent mortality up to day 8 or 9.
Two controls were used in this experiment. The first control was to add no individuals to
the containers to determine the effectiveness of larval removal and whether any eggs were
transferred to the container with water and detritus, similar to the control containers in the
density manipulation experiments. The second control was to add the base number of individuals
to containers without imposing mortality on cohorts in those containers. The second control was
used to determine the number of individuals that would survive from a container if no extrinsic
mortality was applied to the container.
Experiment 11 - The base number of larvae was 100 individuals. The SIT mortality level
selected for experiment 11 was 40% (Mains et al., 2016), and the RIDL mortality level selected
for the experiment was 10% (Carvalho et al., 2015) .
Experiment 12 - The base number of larvae used in the experiment was 100 individuals.
The SIT mortality level selected for the experiment was 25% (Mains et al., 2016), and the RIDL
mortality level selected for the experiment was 10% (Carvalho et al., 2015) . The SIT mortality
selected for experiment 12 was lower than experiment 11, so that the mortality levels between
the two treatments would be more comparable. The mortality levels selected for both experiment
11 and experiment 12 are within the range of values reported in the literature, and have been
shown to occur in the field when these techniques effectively reduce the number of biting
females.
All containers in the mortality timing experiment had secondary containers to collect
detritus throughout the experiment, as described above. The experimental containers were
censused for survivors on set days. On each census day, any detritus that had collected in the
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secondary containers was added to the experimental containers. Pupae were collected into
labeled vials and returned to the lab, where they were identified to species after eclosion. Living
or dead adults that were present in the containers were counted and identified to species (when
identification was possible). If containers that had an initial density greater than 0 were reduced
to zero remaining individuals, either because all individuals had died or eclosed, then those
containers were removed from the field. On the final census day, all remaining individuals were
transferred to labeled containers and transported back to the lab.
A one-way ANOVA analysis in SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary NC) was conducted to
determine the differences in the cumulative number of survivors between treatments. A followup test of multiple comparisons was conducted with a Tukey adjustment to compare significant
differences between treatments.
Results
Density Manipulation
Experiment 1 - The frequency distribution of the number of larvae per container at the
end of the survey period are reported in Figure 1 (experiment 1), with a minimum of 14 larvae
and maximum of 498. The primary species that had colonized the containers at the end of the
survey period were A. japonicus and A. triseriatus. The estimated parameter value of d was
greater than 1, with the entire confidence interval range above 1 (Table 3), which indicates that
overcompensation would have been likely to occur at this site for A. triseriatus.
Overcompensation would have been likely to occur at the high density levels tested, as indicated
by a lower number of survivors with an initial larval density of 320 compared to initial densities
of 40, 80, and 160 (Figure 1 – experiment 1).
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Figure 1. Results for experiments 1 & 2. The left panels are
the frequency distribution of mosquito larvae per container
at the end of the survey periods. The points on the right
panels represent the cumulative number of survivors on the
final census day of the density manipulation experiments.
The lines on the right panel represent the predicted values
for the relationship between initial larval density and
cumulative survivors, according to the non-linear regression
analyses. Teal indicates that the experiment was conducted
on A. triseriatus. Axis values vary between experiments.

Experiment 2 - Experiment 2 took place the following year at the same site as
experiment 1. The frequency distribution of the number of larvae per container at the end of the
survey period are reported in Figure 1 (experiment 2), with a minimum of 3 larvae and maximum
of 298. Similar to the previous year, the primary species that had colonized the containers at the
end of the survey period were A. japonicus and A. triseriatus. The estimated parameter value of d
18

was less than 1, with the entire confidence interval range less than 1 (Table 3), which indicates
that overcompensation would have been unlikely to occur at this site for A. triseriatus. Additive
mortality would most likely occur across all densities levels within the naturally occurring range,
as indicated by the increase in the number of survivors as the initial larval density increases
(Figure 1 – experiment 2).
Experiment 3 - The frequency distribution of the number of larvae per container at the
end of the survey period are reported in Figure 2 (experiment 3), with a minimum of 2 larvae and
maximum of 744. As expected for a forested site in the Midwest, the primary species identified
from the survey period were A. japonicus and A. triseriatus, similar to experiments 1 and 2. The
parameter value of d was greater than 1, with the entire confidence interval range greater than 1
(Table 3), which indicates that overcompensation would have been likely to occur at this site for
A. albopictus. Overcompensation would have been likely to occur at high density levels within
the natural occurring range, as indicated by the low number of survivors with an initial larval
density of 500 compared to initial densities of 300 and 400 (Figure 2 – experiment 3).
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Figure 2. Results for experiments 3, 4, & 5. The left
panels are the frequency distribution of mosquito larvae
per container at the end of the survey periods. (Not
pictured – one container with 744 larvae in experiment 3).
The points on the right panels represent the cumulative
number of survivors of the density manipulation
experiments. The lines on the right panel represent the
predicted values for the relationship between initial larval
density and cumulative survivors, according to the non linear regression analyses. Blue indicates that the
experiment was conducted on A. albopictus.
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Experiment 4 - The frequency distribution of the number of larvae per container at the end
of the survey period are reported in Figure 2 (experiment 4), with a minimum of 1 larva and
maximum of 79. A. albopictus and A. aegypti were the primary species that colonized the
containers during the survey period, both of which prefer urban or suburban habitat. The Florida
hammock site surrounding the FMEL campus may not have been the ideal habitat for either
species, thereby resulting in lower numbers of colonizers in this experiment. The parameter value
of d was less than 1, with the entire confidence interval range below 1 (Table 3), which indicates
that overcompensation would have been unlikely to occur at this site for A. albopictus. Additive
mortality would most likely occur across all densities levels within the naturally occurring range,
as indicated by the increase in the number of survivors as the initial larval density increases (Figure
2 – experiment 4).
Experiment 5 – Experiment 5 took place later in the summer season at the same site as
experiment 4, and the containers were similarly colonized by A. albopictus and A. aegypti. The
frequency distribution of the number of larvae per container at the end of the survey period are
reported in Figure 2 (experiment 4), with a minimum of 1 larva and maximum of 157. The
regression did not fit the data from this experiment well, and we concluded that factors outside of
density-dependence were most likely driving the survival of larvae in the containers in experiment
5 (Figure 2 – experiment 5). One possible explanation may be the application of aerial pesticides,
which occurred near the site and may have affected the containers at the site differently, depending
on the degree to which the pesticides collected in each container. The confidence interval for
parameter d was too wide of a range to make meaningful conclusions about the likelihood of
overcompensation (Table 3).
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Experiment

Target
species

a

95% CI

b

95% CI

d

95% CI

Interpretation

1

A.
triseriatus

0.6681

[0.5833,
0.7529]

190.31

[168.45,
212.17]

5.6844

[4.3522,
7.0165]

Overcompensation

2

A.
triseriatus

0.3723

[0.2771,
0.4675]

500

[500,
500]

0.1529

[-0.3314,
0.6373]

Additive mortality

3

A.
albopictus

0.6047

[0.5669,
0.6426]

476.81

[456.97,
496.66]

5.4821

[3.8778,
7.0865]

Overcompensation

4

A.
albopictus

0.9431

[0.6128,
1.2735]

599.99

0.4973

[-0.0006,
0.9953]

Additive mortality

5

A.
albopictus

0.2759

[0.2483,
0.3036]

400.11

[244.06,
556.16]

16.4790

[-4750,
4783]

N/A

6

A.
albopictus

1

N/A

116.81

[87.4221,
146.19]

0.5872

[0.3820,
0.7924]

Additive mortality

7

A. aegypti

0.8256

[0.4658,
1.1855]

250.9

[48.3873,
451.61]

1.1658

[0.4167,
1.9150]

Compensation

8

A. aegypti

1

N/A

128.79

[108.71,
148.87]

0.9580

[0.5304,
1.3856]

Compensation

9

A. aegypti

1

N/A

400.23

[-222.48,
1022.94]

0.3976

[0.03373,
0.7614]

Additive mortality

10

A. aegypti

1

N/A

153.8

[122.84,
184.89]

1.0134

[0.5263,
1.5005]

Additive/
Compensation

Table 3. Density manipulation experiment results. The estimated parameter values for the non-linear regression
(equation 1) are reported for each experiment respectively. The interpretations of the results are based on the
parameter d and are reported in the last column. d < 1 additive mortality; d = 1 compensation; d > 1
overcompensation

Experiment 6 - The frequency distribution of the number of larvae per container at the end
of the survey period are reported in Figure 3 (experiment 6). At the end of the survey, three
containers held 0 larvae and the maximum number of larvae in one container was 198. The primary
species to colonize the containers during the survey period were A. japonicus, A. triseriatus, and
A. albopictus. The parameter value of d was less than 1, with the entire confidence interval below
1 (Table 3). Additive mortality would most likely occur across all densities levels within the
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naturally occurring range for A. albopictus, as indicated by the increase in the number of survivors
as the initial larval density increases (Figure 3).
Experiment 7 - The frequency distribution of the number of larvae per container at the
end of the survey period are reported in Figure 3 (experiment 7), with a minimum of 1 larva and
maximum of 1055. While the majority of containers were colonized primarily by A. albopictus,

Figure 3. Results for experiments 6 & 7. The left panels are
the frequency distribution of mosquito larvae per container
at the end of the survey period. (Not pictured – one
container with 1055 larvae in experiment 7). The points on
the right panels represent the cumulative number of
survivors of the density manipulation experiments. The lines
on the right panel represent the predicted values for the
relationship between initial larval density and cumulative
survivors, according to the non-linear regression analyses.
Blue indicates that the experiment was conducted on A.
albopictus. Orange indicates the experiment was conducted
on A. aegypti. Axis values vary between experiments.
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A. aegypti and Culex spp. were present as well. All of the larvae identified from the container
with 1055 were Culex spp., which are likely to respond differently to high intraspecific
competition than Aedes larvae. Hence, for the density manipulation experiment, we did not
include a density treatment up to the maximum number of larvae per container from the survey
period. The parameter value of d was close to 1, with the confidence interval ranging above and
below 1 (Table 3). The number of survivors increases as the initial larval density increases, but
the line for the regression is beginning to flatten out at the highest density treatment of 350. Even
excluding the container colonized by Culex, the naturally-occurring densities were higher than
those tested here (Figure 3 – experiment 7). Based on the parameter d value and the range of
densities present at the end of the survey, we conclude that compensation could have been likely
to occur at this site for A. aegypti at densities higher than those tested in the density manipulation
experiment.
Experiment 8 - Experiment 8 took place later in the summer season at the same site as
experiment 7, and the containers were similarly colonized by A. albopictus, A. aegypti, and
Culex spp. The frequency distribution of the number of larvae per container at the end of the
survey period are reported in Figure 4 (experiment 8), with a minimum of 22 larvae and
maximum of 196. Despite the lower densities compared to experiment 7, the parameter value of
d was again close to 1, with the confidence interval ranging above and below 1 (Table 3).
Compensation could have been likely to occur at this site for A. aegypti, as indicated by the
regression predictions showing an approximately equal number of survivors for initial larval
densities of 100, 150, and 175 (Figure 4 – experiment 8).
Experiment 9 – Experiment 9 was the only experiment that did not include a survey
period, but rather used containers already present on-site that were comparable to the
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experimental containers (graveyard vases) to determine naturally-occurring densities. A. aegypti
were the primary colonizers in the established containers. The frequency distribution of the
number of larvae per container at the end of the survey period are reported in Figure 5
(experiment 9). Five containers had 0 larvae, and the maximum number of larvae in a container
was 89. The parameter value of d was less than 1, with the entire confidence interval ranging
below 1 (Table 3). We conclude that overcompensation would have been unlikely to occur for A.
aegypti. We hypothesize that greater resource accumulation in the established vases may reduce
competition between larvae, leading to a lower level of density-dependent effects. Notably, many
vases had accumulated live oak leaves, which indicates that the vases had been accumulating
resources for at least five months, as live oak leaves fall in January and February. Additive
mortality would most likely occur across all densities levels within the naturally occurring range,
as indicated by the increase in the number of survivors as the initial larval density increases
(Figure 4 – experiment 9).
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Figure 4. Results for experiments 8, 9, & 10. The left
panels are the frequency distributions of mosquito larvae per
container at the end of the survey periods. The points on the
right panels represent the cumulative number of survivors of
the density manipulation experiments. The lines on the right
panels represent the predicted values for the relationship
between initial larval density and cumulative survivors,
according to the non-linear regression analyses. Orange
indicates the experiment was conducted on A. aegypti. Axis
values vary between experiments.
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Experiment 10 – Experiment 10 took place at the same location as experiment 9, but
included a survey period using the experimental containers prior to the density manipulation
experiment. Similar to the established containers in experiment 9, the primary species that
colonized the containers was A. aegypti. The frequency distribution of the number of larvae per
container at the end of the survey period are reported in Figure 4 (experiment 10). Eight
containers had 0 larvae, and the maximum number of larvae in a container was 161. The
parameter value of d was close to 1, with the confidence interval ranging above and below 1
(Table 3). The regression line indicates that the predicted number of survivors for the initial
larval number of 160 is only slightly higher than for the initial larval number of 140 (Figure 4 –
experiment 10). We conclude that additive mortality would occur for all densities within the
naturally occurring range, which were fully encompassed in the density manipulation
experiment. Based on the parameter value d = 1.0134, we further conclude that compensation
may occur at slightly higher densities than were present in the survey.
Mortality Timing Experiments
Experiment 11 – The maximum number of larvae in a container at the end of the survey
period was 167, and the species that primarily colonized the containers was A. albopictus.
Mortality treatments had a significant effect on the number of survivors in experiment 11, F(2,
19) = 5.96, p = 0.0098. The early-acting mortality treatment (SIT) resulted in fewer survivors
than the late-acting mortality treatment (RIDL) and the no-mortality control (none). The lateacting mortality treatment resulted in compensation, because it did not have a significantly
different number of survivors than the no-mortality control (Figure 5).
Experiment 12 – The maximum number of larvae in a container at the end of the survey
period was 123, and the species that colonized the containers were primarily A. aegypti and A.
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albopictus. Mortality had a significant effect on the number of survivors in experiment 12, F(2,
21) = 5.97, p = 0.0089. Both the late-acting and early-acting mortality treatments resulted in
additive mortality, because both treatments had fewer survivors than the no-mortality control.
The early-acting and late-acting mortality treatments did not significantly differ from each other,
indicating they were equally effective at reducing the number of survivors.

Figure 5. Results for experiments 11 & 12. The left panels are the frequency distributions of mosquito larvae
per container at the end of the survey periods. The points on the right panels represent the mean number of
survivors for each larval control treatment group. Error bars represent standard error. “RIDL” is the late-acting
mortality treatment, which simulated mortality enacted by the RIDL approach. “SIT” is the early -acting
mortality treatment, which simulated mortality enacted by an SIT approach. Orange indicates the experiment
was conducted on A. aegypti.
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Discussion
Field studies are important to provide empirical evidence for phenomena that occur in
labs or are predicted by theory. Our research aimed to explore an intersection of ecology and
public health which could provide evidence for density-dependent effects in real-world
conditions and better inform practices in vector control.
The first hypothesis tested in these studies was that density-dependent effects are strong
and common in the field for three North American Aedes species that have the potential to
negatively impact public health: A. aegypti, A. albopictus, and A. triseriatus. The densitydependent effect explicitly tested in these experiments was density-dependent mortality, as
measured by the number of survivors. Density-dependent mortality was strong enough that if
extrinsic mortality had occurred, it would have been likely to result in either compensation or
overcompensation in at least one experiment for each species.
For A. aegypti, two of the four experiments indicated that compensation would be likely
to occur at field-relevant densities, and one experiment indicated that compensation would be
likely at densities slightly higher than those detected during the survey period. For A. albopictus,
one of the four experiments indicated that compensation would be likely to occur. One of the two
experiments conducted on A. triseriatus indicated that overcompensation would be likely to
occur. The experiments also showed that the likelihood of overcompensation and compensation
depended on environmental variation, as at least one of the experiments for each species
indicated that only additive mortality would have occurred with the application of extrinsic
mortality. The relationship between density and survivor number could be explained by
environmental differences caused by locations, seasonal timing, year-to-year variation, and
newly-placed versus established containers at a site. These results demonstrate that additive
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mortality cannot be assumed when extrinsic mortality, such as larval control methods, are
imposed on field populations of these Aedes species.
The second hypothesis tested in these studies was that early-acting larval mortality would
increase the likelihood of overcompensation at field densities compared to late-acting larval
mortality. When the application of extrinsic mortality at field -relevant densities was tested
through the mortality timing experiments, the results indicated that both early-acting and lateacting mortality would reduce the number of survivors compared to no intervention. However, as
indicated by the ten density manipulation experiments, the likelihood of overcompensation and
compensation occurring is context-dependent.
The context-dependence would apply similarly to the mortality timing experiments,
wherein environmental conditions that affected the larval abundance and detrital levels may
reduce density-dependent mortality below the level which would produce overcompensation.
Due to the necessary initial survey period, we did not carry out density manipulation experiments
prior to the mortality timing experiments. The density manipulation experiments give an
indication as to whether density-dependent mortality is likely to be strong enough to produce
either compensation or overcompensation. In many of the density manipulation experiments,
including all those in which overcompensation or compensation was predicted to be likely, the
mean number of survivors was less than 50% of their initial density, for the highest initial
density level. In contrast, over 50% of the larvae survived to the final census day in the control
treatments for each of the mortality timing experiments. Therefore, density-dependent mortality
was relatively low in the mortality timing experiments, which explains why overcompensation
did not occur with the application of extrinsic mortality. The mortality timing experiments
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provide empirical evidence that the application of larval control methods, regardless of their
mortality signatures, will not uniformly result in compensation or overcompensation.
The studies described here did not explicitly test environmental factors that may be the
driving causes of variation in density-dependent effects. Previous factors that are known to
influence interspecific competition levels between mosquito larvae include detritus level, detritus
type, temperature, predator presence, and container drying (Juliano, 2009). Future work should
explore the factors, or combination of factors, which may lead to circumstances that are likely to
produce density-dependent effects among container-breeding mosquitoes which could in turn
result in overcompensation with the application of extrinsic mortality. Mosquito control efforts,
particularly those with mortality signatures that affect the larval stage, will be most effective if
the conditions that could produce overcompensation are identified and avoided. Year to year
changes such as precipitation frequency and level (Alto & Juliano, 2001), seasonal fluctuations
(O’Neal & Juliano, 2013), and container age (Leisnham & Juliano, 2009) could all contribute to
the degree of resource competition experienced by A. aegypti, A. albopictus, and A. triseriatus.
Laboratory studies indicate that the combination of low detrital level and high larval abundance
are likely to yield density-dependent mortality (Neale & Juliano, 2019). While modeling and lab
studies can help narrow the factors that lead to high abundance and low detrital conditions for
container breeding mosquitoes, further empirical research at field -relevant densities and sites are
necessary to confirm such predictions.
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CHAPTER II: MODELING THE LIKELIHOOD FOR OVERCOMPENSATION IN
SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS COHORTS
OF MOSQUITOES
Introduction
Mosquitoes have been targeted in control efforts due to their role as disease vectors and
nuisance pests. While adult females are the only individuals in a population that can vector
pathogens to humans, a variety of control efforts have been used to reduce the threat of diseases
such as malaria, yellow fever, dengue, and Zika (Floore 2006). Control efforts have included
those that act broadly across a population such as aerial spraying and those that target specific
life-stages. Examples of control efforts that target life-stages are the Sterile Insect Technique,
which reduces egg hatch (Lees et al. 2015), and pyriproxyfen or other insect growth regulators,
which kill larvae as they transition to pupae (Invest & Lucas 2008). Research on managed
populations has shown that the targeted removal of specific life-stages of a population can
produce counter-intuitive results, such as increases in other life-stages or in the population as a
whole (Schröder et al., 2009; Zipkin et al. 2008).
The juvenile and adult life stages of mosquitoes experience different mortality pressures.
Most mosquito larvae are aquatic detrivores that feed on microorganisms and fine particulate
matter. Mosquito larvae often suffer from density-dependent mortality, due to a high level of
resource competition (Dye 1982; Lord 1998). In contrast, mortality of adult mosquitoes is most
likely driven by host availability and other factors, rather than resource competition between
individuals (Juliano 2007). Therefore, mosquitoes are a maturation-limited organism, where a
bottleneck of individuals forms prior to maturation to adulthood and results in most individuals
dying in the juvenile life-stage (De Roos et al. 2007).
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Overcompensation is the increase in a subsequent life-stage after extrinsic mortality
occurs (Abrams 2009). Overcompensation can sometimes lead to the hydra effect, where under
specific conditions the equilibrium population size is greater when extrinsic mortality occurs
than when extrinsic mortality does not occur (Abrams 2009). Abrams described three potential
mechanisms that can result in the hydra effect: extrinsic mortality acts prior to density-dependent
mortality; a change in the behavior of an organism due to a predator or parasite leading to
prudent resource acquisition; and changes in population cycling such that the average population
size is relatively higher. Previous research has indicated that the timing of extrinsic mortality on
mosquito larvae prior to density-dependence can produce overcompensation in the number of
individuals surviving to adulthood (McIntire & Juliano 2018; Neale & Juliano 2019).
Overcompensation of the number of adult mosquitoes due to extrinsic mortality enacted on the
larvae would be counterproductive to the goal of mosquito management, and potentially increase
the risk of vector-borne disease transmission. Therefore, applying extrinsic mortality to a
mosquito population in a way that reduces adult numbers is key for effective management.
Models have been used to study overcompensation and the hydra effect (e.g. Abrams &
Vos 2003; Liz 2016; De Roos et al. 2007). Model results have led to different approaches to
fishery management, with accurate predictions as to how the populations would be affected by
changes in harvesting (Schröder et al. 2009). Overcompensatory and compensatory effects have
been incorporated in population dynamic models (Magori et al. 2009). One recent model
considered how density-dependent larval mortality and reproductive interference between adult
Aedes mosquitoes could both play a role in the likelihood of species coexistence (Paton &
Bonsall 2019). In these models, density-dependent mortality was simplified by increasing
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mortality rates at higher densities, but the mechanisms behind density-dependent death were not
explicitly modeled.
Most models that have been used to study overcompensation have not been agent-based.
De Roos used stage-based overcompensation models that use differential equations with
continuous time to represent biomass conversion from one life-stage to the next based on
resource availability, intrinsic mortality, and extrinsic mortality (De Roos et al. 2007).
Reproduction is represented similarly, with juvenile biomass converted from adult biomass.
Models that have been used to study overcompensation have simulated insular communities with
only the resource, consumer, and in some instances a predator acting to affect the target
population (Abrams & Vos 2003). Discrete-time models have also been used to study
overcompensation, and high-lighted the importance of considering the timing of harvest when
predicting overcompensation in populations (Liz 2016; Seno 2008).
Abiotic and biotic factors can influence when individuals are likely to reproduce or
transition to a subsequent life-stage. For example, Aedes mosquito eggs hatch when submerged
in an anoxic environment, which is most likely to occur as rainwater accumulates in a container
where the eggs have been laid (Gjullin et al., 1941; Judson 1960).). Rather than assuming all
reproductive effort will immediately convert to juvenile biomass, we developed an agent-based
model that can account for an environmental variable triggering the introduction of juveniles into
a community. By including an independent hatching stimulus in our model, we were able to ask
questions about how the environment of a mosquito population can affect the likelihood of
producing overcompensation when extrinsic mortality, in the form of mosquito control efforts,
occurs. The influence of environmentally-driven synchrony is important for Aedes mosquitoes,
which inhabit a broad geographic range that experiences a variety of precipitation frequencies
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(Kraemer et al. 2015). Additionally, using an agent-based model allowed us to explore scenarios
outside of equilibrium conditions and to consider changes in mosquito numbers at different
points in time after the introduction of mosquito control.
Our hypothesis is that the interaction of extrinsic mortality timing, mortality level, and
environmentally-driven cohort synchrony will affect the level of resource competition between
larvae. Cohort synchrony is determined by the hatching of larvae within an environment. A
synchronous cohort consists of individuals who hatch in a narrow time frame such that
individuals within an environment have similar ages. An asynchronous cohort consists of
individuals who hatch intermittently such that individuals of various ages are present in an
environment. We predict that the differences in the level of resource competition between
synchronous and asynchronous cohorts will lead to differences in the circumstances in which
overcompensation of adult mosquitoes occurs. To test this hypothesis, we developed an agentbased resource model for a mosquito population. The model was used to evaluate the occurrence
of overcompensation in adult mosquito populations under various scenarios through
manipulations of the hatch interval for larvae, and level and timing of larval mortality.
Methods
The model description follows the ODD (Overview, Design Concepts, Details) protocol
(Grimm et al. 2010). The model was developed in Netlogo 6.0.4 (Willensky, 1999).
ODD Protocol
Purpose
The purpose of the model was to determine if overcompensation of adult mosquitoes is
affected by the interaction between cohort synchrony, and the timing and extent of extrinsic
juvenile mortality. Because the proportion of individuals in the early or late juvenile stages
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would differ (when mortality occurs) according to whether the population had synchronous or
asynchronous cohorts, the mortality signatures (i.e., timing of mortality and percent affected) that
would produce overcompensation were predicted to differ.
Entities, State Variables, and Scales
Entities
The entities represented by the model are mosquitoes. The mosquitoes progress through
four life-stages: egg, early juvenile, late juvenile, and adult. Eggs are laid by adults and are
hatched when the hatch-interval is reached. All eggs that are present at the timestep a hatchinterval is reached hatch at that timestep. Larvae consume food that grows within patches of the
environment. Early juveniles transition to late juveniles after they reach a set age. Once larvae
reach a sufficient level of mass, they transition to adults. The age limit to transition to late larval
stage was set such that early individuals had not reached the mass required to transition to
adulthood before the age limit, even when the larvae had access to abundant food.
State Variables
State variables for the mosquitoes include age, mass, and energy level. Age increases by
1 for each timestep. The mass and energy levels increase when food is consumed. One unit of
food is equivalent to one unit of mass or one unit of energy. Agents have two additional state
variables when they hatch called “early juvenile mort” and “late juvenile mort,” which are a
uniform distribution of values from 0 to 1. The values of “early juvenile mort” and “late juvenile
mort” will determine whether or not individuals are vulnerable to extrinsic mortality. The
extrinsic mortality is described in more detail under the section “Process Overview and
Scheduling”. Energy and mass accumulation are described in more detail under the section “sub
models”.
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Spatial Units
The model is made up of equally sized “patches” laid out in a two-dimensional grid that
represents a spatially-explicit arena. The patches can be either air, water, water surface, or the
border around water (which represents the container boundaries). Water patches are located in
the bottom half of the grid, in a 29 x 14 rectangle. Air patches are located in the top half of the
grid in a 33 x 15 rectangle. Water and air patches are separated by water surface patches in a 1 x
33 line. A line of patches 2 wide surrounds the bottom, left, and right sides of the water rectangle
to represent the edges of a container.
Adult mosquitoes can only be present in and move through air patches. Larvae can only
be present in and move through water patches. Eggs are randomly laid in a surface patch. There
is no limit to the number of agents that can exist in a patch at the same time. The “area” that each
patch represents is not tied to a specific real-world measurement, but rather sets a limit to the
amount of food available and the distance an agent can move in one timestep.
Air and surface patches report the location within the grid and a list of agents in each
patch. Water patches report the location within the grid, a list of agents in each cell, and the
amount of food present within each patch.
Collectives
Agents were grouped by lifestage, therefore the four collectives in this model were eggs,
early larvae, late larvae, and adults.
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Process Overview and Scheduling
Time is modeled as discrete units called “timesteps,” which is the standard unit
incorporated in Netlogo. State variables are updated at every timestep. A larva will reach
adulthood in ~20 timesteps under ideal conditions (i.e. abundant food). For laboratory rearing,
Aedes aegypti larvae in ideal conditions will pupate in ~6 days. By extrapolating the relationship
of the time spent as larvae, we can conclude that each timestep is equal to approximately 7.2
hours, and the total length of each iteration (1000 timesteps) is approximately 300 days.
Larvae move a distance of 1 patch at every timestep, in a direction that is randomly
chosen based on available water patches within its radius. Larvae only move randomly and are
not influenced by the presence of food or competitors. The larvae always move 1 patch and
never stay in the same patch. They can return to a patch they have visited previously.
If a larva enters a patch with food, then it will consume food and allocate 50% of the
acquired food to mass and 50% to energy stores. Larvae reduce energy stores each time they
move, and the reduction of energy is scaled to the mass of the larva. To represent a sizedependent difference in foraging ability between early and late instar larvae, early larvae
consume half of the food present in a patch and late larvae consume all of the food present in a
patch. Therefore, multiple early instar larvae can consume food from a single patch, but only one
late instar larva can consume food from a single patch. For example, if a patch has 1 unit of food
then the first early instar larva to move into the patch will consume 0.5 of the food, and the next
early instar larva will consume 0.52 of the food, etc. Food accumulation is described in more
detail under “sub models.”
Food grows up to a threshold level in each water patch, determined by the value “Food K.” The food growth rate is determined by the value “Food -r.” The equation for food growth is
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described under the section “sub models.” If all food is depleted from a patch, then the food level
is set to 0. The food level remains at 0 until the patch becomes recolonized. The probability of a
water patch with 0 food becoming recolonized is calculated at each subsequent timestep by the
parameter “food-recolonization-chance.” When a food patch becomes recolonized, the food level
is set to 1 and the food will once again grow according to the food growth equation described
under “sub models.”
Because early larvae consume half of the food present in a patch, if only early larvae are
present then food will never be completely depleted to 0. Only late larvae can deplete a patch to
a food level of 0. Whether a patch is depleted to 0 or not will affect food recolonization, which
does not trigger unless the food level is 0.
Adults move a distance of 1 patch at every timestep, in a direction that is randomly
chosen based on available air patches within radius. Agents will move and feed by identity
number, which is standard processing for Netlogo. Each agent is assigned an ID number when it
appears. The first agent is labeled “1,” the next agent “2,” etc. until the simulation ends. The
ordering system means that the oldest agent will move and feed first, followed by the next oldest
agent, and on down the list of agents until all agents have completed their actions in a timestep.
If a larva enters a patch and consumes all the food therein, subsequent larvae that enter the patch
will acquire zero food.
Extrinsic mortality is applied at every time step from the designated “mortality start”
timestep onward, and mortality is applied equally across all patches because it is determined by
an agent-based variable. Individuals are randomly assigned a number for early juvenile mortality
between 0 and 1 and a second number between 0 and 1 for late juvenile mortality. Once extrinsic
mortality is applied, individuals of the relevant stage that have a mortality value less than the
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designated mortality level die. For example, at a mortality level of 50% early mortality, all early
juvenile larvae that have an “early juvenile mort” value less than 0.5 die when extrinsic mortality
is applied. Thereafter, whenever a larva hatches with an “early juvenile mort value” less than 0.5
it will die immediately after hatch. For late mortality, larvae die at the transition from early
juvenile to late juvenile stage if the “late juvenile mort” value is less than the designated
mortality level. For all iterations of the model reported in this study, either early OR late
extrinsic mortality was applied.
The hatch-interval is an approximate corollary to a rain-fall event. In the field, Aedes
mosquito eggs are laid on container walls above the water line and are induced to hatch when
they become submerged. There are other factors that contribute to the likelihood of an egg
hatching after rain, such as sufficient rainfall to completely submerge the egg, time since laying,
and anaerobic conditions within a container. However, the egg hatching process was simplified
for the model such that the hatch-interval represents time between environmental cues for egg
hatch. In the model, eggs were laid on the water surface patches so that they did not obstruct the
view of larvae interacting in the water patches and to produce a simple indicator for when eggs
were present. A small hatch-interval is a simplified representation of an environment with
frequent rainfall, which is likely to produce asynchronous cohorts. Asynchronous cohorts were
produced in this model by setting the hatch-interval to a timestep of 1. A large hatch-interval is a
simplified representation of an environment with infrequent rainfall, which is likely to produce
synchronous cohorts. Synchronous cohorts were modeled by setting the hatch-interval to 70
timesteps. At 70 timesteps, all individuals from the previous cohort had either eclosed or died so
a new cohort was introduced without overlapping with older larvae.
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Design Concepts
Basic Principles
Overcompensation occurs when a population yields a greater number or total biomass of
a subsequent life-stage or life-stages with the application of extrinsic mortality, compared to
results without extrinsic mortality. Compensation occurs when a population yields the same
number or total biomass of a subsequent life-stage or life-stages with the application of extrinsic
mortality, compared to results without extrinsic mortality. One mechanism that could cause
compensation or overcompensation is the timing of extrinsic mortality acting on a life-stage.
Specifically, the hypothesis states that late-acting mortality is less likely to cause
overcompensation than early-acting mortality. Early-acting mortality reduces the number of
individuals who die due to density-dependent mortality, whereas late-acting mortality is enacted
after most or all density-dependent mortality has occurred. Overcompensation occurs as a result
of negative density-dependent effects, where high intraspecific competition reduces the
likelihood of individuals either reproducing (in reproduction-limited populations) or maturing (in
maturation-limited populations). When extrinsic mortality acts on the juvenile life-stages of a
maturation-limited population, greater resources are made available to the remaining individuals,
which increases the remaining individuals’ chance of acquiring sufficient resources to survive
and progress to the subsequent lifestage.
This model is designed to simulate resource competition among juvenile mosquitoes,
which will lead to maturation regulation at sufficiently high competition levels (De Roos et al.
2007). The timing of mortality within the juvenile life-stage is incorporated in order to test the
likelihood of overcompensation under early-acting and late-acting mortality regimes.
Furthermore, the percent of individuals experiencing mortality is manipulated in the model to
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determine if the early or late mortality regimes have similar or varying levels that result in
overcompensation.
Organisms can experience environmental triggers that affect the synchrony of offspring
introduction (through hatching, seed development, or live-birth). Juveniles that are introduced
into a community at the same time as many other juveniles of the same species are likely to
experience intraspecific resource competition from similarly competitive individuals. However,
juveniles that are introduced into a community that already contains older conspecifics, may
experience a relatively higher level of intraspecific resource competition from the late juveniles
compared to individuals of the same age.
Another submodel incorporated in this model is the energy budget of agents, which is
drawn from the dynamic energy budget model for consumers (Kooijman 1993). As food is
allocated to mass, the individual’s cumulative mass increases, simulating allocation of resources
to body structural growth during development. Food that is allocated to energy increases an
individual's energy reserves. The energy supply is depleted at every timestep by metabolism,
which represents the cost of maintaining the organism’s body and the cost of movement through
the environment. A coefficient of 0.05 is multiplied by the individual’s mass to determine the
cost of metabolism, therefore larger individuals have higher metabolism costs. The coefficient
was selected based on exploratory tests. The coefficient of 0.05 would result in the death of an
individual if food was scarce, but it was not so costly that it would prevent individuals from
successfully transitioning to the adult life-stage if food was moderately abundant. Energy stores
can be reduced through metabolism, but mass cannot be reduced once food resources have been
allocated to it. Individuals die if their energy reserves reach zero, which indicates that an
individual can no longer support its basic metabolic costs.
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Emergent Model Properties
The number of surviving individuals, the number of individuals within each life-stage,
and the causes of death are expected to change in the model when environmental and individual
characteristics vary. All results are emergent, because the results change based on how the
manipulated variables interact.
Adaptation, Objectives, Learning, Prediction, Sensing
The agents in this model are not modeled to exhibit adaptation, learning, prediction, or
sensing.
Interaction
Larvae interact by competition mediated through food resources. Food present in a patch
that is successfully consumed by one larva cannot be consumed by another, which will lead to a
net depletion of energy stores by the unsuccessful larva.
Stochasticity
The stochasticity in the model is represented by the initial energy level of hatched larvae
(a uniform distribution from 1 - 10), the movement of larvae through the water patches as they
consume food, and the chance of “recolonization” of empty water patches by food resources.
Recolonization changes the food level from 0 to 1 in a patch, and a patch with 0 food has a set
likelihood of recolonization at every timestep – determined by the parameter “foodrecolonization-chance.”
Collectives
The agents in each life-stage, i.e., eggs, early juveniles, late juveniles, and adults, are
categorized and counted separately. (Transitions between life-stages are described in Entities.)
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Eggs do not accumulate mass or energy, and do not progress in age. Early and late juveniles
progress in age and accumulate both mass and energy. Adults progress in age, maintain the same
level of mass, and deplete their energy stores through reproduction (described below) and
metabolism costs (described in Basic Principles). Each timestep, an adult will produce one egg if
it has sufficient energy. The amount of energy depleted per egg is controlled by the variable
“reproduction-energy”. Adults do not gain energy; adults start with energy stores that are equal
to the energy stores of the larva at the time of transition.
Observation
The data collected from the model include the total number of mosquitoes at every time
step, the total number of eggs at every timestep, the total number of larvae at every timestep, and
the total number of adults at every timestep. The model also records the cause of every
individual’s death, which can occur through energy loss as larvae, an age limit within the larval
stage, energy loss as adults, or extrinsic mortality of larvae. The larvae are assigned an “age
limit” of 100 timesteps, or approximately 5x the amount of time a well-fed individual would
require to transition. If the larva has not gained sufficient mass after 100 timesteps to transition
to adulthood, then they die. The age limit is to reduce the number of individuals that live on
indefinitely in a larval state with low energy levels, because mosquito larvae in the real world are
likely to die if they have not pupated after an extended period of time. Larvae that die of energy
loss or age limit are designated as density-dependent deaths, because they did not acquire
sufficient resources to survive or mature.
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Initialization
Each iteration ran until there were 0 agents remaining, including eggs, or to 1,000
timesteps. 1,000 timesteps was chosen as a limit to an iteration run, because exploratory testing
indicated that patterns that occurred post-mortality would be evident within that timeframe.
The initial parameters are listed in Table 1. Initially, 100 early juveniles are located randomly
throughout the water patches in the model. Late juveniles, adults, and eggs are not present at
initialization. The experimental manipulations had varied initial parameter levels for the timing
of extrinsic mortality (either early or late) and the percentage of mortality inflicted (0%, 10%,
25%, 50%, 75%, or 90%). However, the mortality variables do not affect the model until
mortality is induced, which was set to start at 500 timesteps. Therefore, the first 500 timesteps of
each experimental run were not affected by variation in the initial parameter settings for
mortality.
Sensitivity analyses of the growth rate of food (food -r), the food recolonization rate, and
the time when mortality was enacted were conducted. All sensitivity analyses involved varying
initial parameter conditions compared to the experimental conditions. Each sensitivity analysis
varied one parameter from the experimental conditions, rather than combinations of parameters.
Additionally, the “sampling windows” before and after enacting mortality were varied to
measure the potential for a delayed effect on overcompensation or compensation.
Model exploration prior to experimental testing indicated that the initial starting values
chosen for the experimental runs would create environmental conditions where
overcompensation could be detected, i.e. some levels of extrinsic mortality would result in a
greater production of adults compared to scenarios with no extrinsic mortality.
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Input Data
The model does not use input data from extrinsic sources.
Parameter

Initial Level

Sensitivity
Analysis?

Sensitivity
levels

Explanation

Number of
starting
mosquitoes

100

No

The number of early juveniles
that start in the simulation,
randomly dispersed in the
water patches

Metabolism rate

0.05

No

The cost of metabolism per
mass unit of an individual

Food-K

7

No

The carrying capacity of each
patch for food

Food-r

1

Yes

0.5, 1, 2.0

Food
Recolonization
Chance

0.2

Yes

0.1, 0.2, 0.5,
1.0

Eclosion mass

31

No

The mass required for a late
larva to transition to an adult.

Reproduction
energy

3

No

The cost of energy to produce
1 egg for an adult mosquito.
The amount of food allocated
to mass compared to the
amount of food allocated to
energy.

The growth rate of food
The likelihood that a patch
with zero food will become
recolonized in a timestep.

Mass to energy
ratio

0.5:0.5

No

Hatch interval

1

Yes

1, 70

The number of timesteps
between hatch triggers.

Early juvenile
mortality

0

Yes

10, 25, 50,
75, 90

The level of mortality acting
on early juveniles.

Late juvenile
mortality

0

yes

10, 25, 50,
75, 90

The level of mortality acting
on late juveniles.

Table 1. Model parameters and sensitivity levels tested. The parameters used in the model are listed
and described in the table above. Initial parameter values were the standard values used for all tests
unless a sensitivity analysis was conducted. Sensitivity analyses were performed on the parameters
noted, and the parameter values for those sensitivity analyses are listed. Only one parameter value was
changed at a time, outside of the mortality time, percent mortality, and hatch interval.
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Sub Models
The energy budget is modeled based on the Koojiman-Metz dynamic energy budget
(Kooijman 1993). The main difference between the energy budget described here and classic
dynamic energy budgets is that the allocation towards biomass and energy stores does not change
as the larva grows and develops. At each timestep, a larva will move into a new patch. If the new
patch has food, then the larva will ingest an amount of food according to its lifestage (described
in Collectives). Simultaneously, 50% of the ingested food is converted to energy stores, 50% of
the ingested food is converted to mass, and energy stores are reduced by the cost of metabolism.
If a larva moves into a new patch with no food, then its energy stores are reduced by the cost of
metabolism. Metabolism scales linearly with the mass of the individual. For the sake of
simplicity in the model, the change in mass and energy stores happen simultaneously. The
equations for the energy budget sub model are below, where “Food consumed ” refers to the amount
of food ingested by the individual:

Energyt+1 = Energyt + (Food consumed * 0.5) - metabolism
Masst+1 = Masst + (Food consumed * 0.5)
Metabolism = 0.05 * Mass t

The resources in the model grow based on semi-chemostat dynamics. Semi-chemostat dynamics
are commonly used in resource-based models (Persson et al. 1998; Schröder et al., 2014). The
equation for semi-chemostat dynamics is:
If Food > 0: Food t+1 = Food t + r(k-Food t ) – ∑Food consumed
If Food = 0: P(Food t+1 = 1) = “food-recolonization-chance”
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In the semi-chemostat equation, r is the turnover rate for the resource and k is the maximum level
of resources at equilibrium. ∑Food consumed is the total amount of food consumed from the patch at
time t by all larvae that are present in the patch. P(Food t+1 = 1) is the probability that a water
patch with a food level of 0 will become recolonized, which is determined by the parameter
“food-recolonization-chance”. The “food-recolonization-chance” parameter was set to 0.1 unless
explicitly stated otherwise (i.e. in sensitivity analyses). When a water patch is recolonized, the
food level is set to 1.
Model Application
We used the model to test whether overcompensation occurred or not under different
mortality regimes for synchronous and asynchronous cohorts. We tested a total of 22 scenarios,
across three factors. The three factors were: 1.) two mortality timings: early larval mortality,
which occurs immediately after hatch, and late larval mortality, which occurs when an individual
transitions from early instar larva to late instar larva 2.) 5 levels of mortality: 10%, 25%, 50%,
75%, and 90%. We also tested a “control” level with 0% mortality, i.e. a container that did not
receive any form of mosquito control 3.) synchronous and asynchronous cohorts.
All scenarios described above used the baseline parameter levels, as outlined in Table 1.
Sensitivity Analyses
We performed sensitivity analyses on several aspects of the model. The first set of
sensitivity analyses were performed on food growth rate and food recolonization rate, which we
chose because the model is based on resource-mediated competition between larvae. The second
set of sensitivity analyses were performed on parameters that affect the stochasticity of the
model, because the level of agent-based stochasticity could drive changes in the magnitude and
detectability of differences in the results. Finally, we performed sensitivity analyses on the
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“sampling window,” i.e. the length of time and start time that we measured individuals who
survived to adulthood, because the cyclical nature of the results could influence the numbers
recorded based on when the sampling window falls across the cycles.
Statistics
There were 25 replicates for each parameter combination. Statistics were performed in
SAS 9.4. The difference due to mortality (post mortality - pre mortality) for adult production and
total mosquito production were compared with the GLIMMIX procedure, and the model used a t
distribution. Orthogonal contrasts were used as follow-up tests to compare each treatment with
its relevant 0% mortality control.
Results
Model Application
Density-Dependent Mortality
The model output included the cause of death for each agent. Death was caused by 1.)
running out of energy as a larva 2.) being a larva that is over 100 timesteps old and has not
acquired enough mass to become an adult 3.) running out of energy as an adult and 4.) extrinsic
mortality. Death was categorized as “density-dependent mortality” if it was caused by 1 or 2 (as
described above) because it indicated that larvae were not acquiring sufficient resources to
survive, due to resource-mediated competition.
The initial conditions of the model produced an environment where intraspecific
competition was high, and many larvae died from starvation or age due to insufficient resources.
The proportion of individuals dying due to density-dependence under control conditions was
higher for synchronous cohorts than asynchronous cohorts (Figure 1). When extrinsic mortality
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was applied at any level, as either early extrinsic mortality or late extrinsic mortality, the
proportion of deaths due to density-dependence decreased. There was an inverse relationship
between the proportion of individuals that died due to density-dependence and the level of
extrinsic mortality. The changes in the proportion of death due to density-dependent mortality
indicates that the parameters in the model were at a sufficient level to detect overcompensation,
should it have occurred.

Figure 1: Proportion of larval death caused by density-dependent mortality. The proportion of
larval deaths caused by density-dependent mortality, i.e. larvae not acquiring sufficient food
to survive and mature. All causes of death would total to 1. The panels denote when mortality
occurred, either for early juveniles, late juveniles, or not at all (i.e. control). The percentage of
mortality enacted on the population is represented on the X axis.
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Early Extrinsic Mortality
Overcompensation was considered to have occurred if a greater number of adults were
produced over the 250 timesteps immediately following the implementation of mortality, than
were produced over the 250 timesteps immediately prior to the implementation of mortality.
Early mortality resulted in overcompensation for asynchronous cohorts at 10%, 25%, and 50%
mortality levels (Figure 2). Early mortality resulted in overcompensation for synchronous
cohorts at 10% and 25% mortality levels (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Difference in adult number for cohort synchrony and mortality time. The difference
between the number of adults produced for the first 250 timesteps after mortality (timesteps
501 – 751) and the number of adults produced prior to mortality (timesteps 249 – 499). The
difference was calculated for each iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars
represent the minimum and the maximum value of the 25 replicates. The panels denote when
mortality occurred, either for early juveniles, late juveniles, or not at all (i.e. control). The
percentage of mortality enacted on the population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal
lines are the difference in number of adults that were produced for the relevant control (0%
mortality level). Points above the respective lines for either synchronous or asynchronous
cohorts indicate overcompensation occurred.
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At 75% early mortality, the populations of both synchronous and asynchronous cohorts
were declining towards complete collapse. At 90% early mortality, the populations of both
synchronous and asynchronous cohorts declined to collapse before 1000 timesteps in every
iteration (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Mean number of adults with early juvenile extrinsic mortality over time. The mean
number of adults present at each timestep. The minimum and maximum value of adult
number for all iterations at each timestep is depicted by dashed lines. Each panel represents
the percentage of Early Juvenile Mortality enacted on the population, which is consistently
enacted from timestep 500 to timestep 1000.
Asynchronous cohorts never shifted into a cycling pattern for the number of adults
produced at any level of early extrinsic mortality. Synchronous cohorts have a four point cycle
for the number of adults produced, with one high peak followed by a low peak, when 0%
mortality is induced. The cycles shifted away from a four point cycle to a two-point cycle at 25%
early mortality. At 50% early mortality, the peaks for synchronous cohorts appear to be
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approximately even, or potentially showing a pattern of decline. At 75% and 90% early
mortality, the peaks decline towards zero.

Figure 4: Mean number of adults with late juvenile extrinsic mortality over time. The mean
number of adults present at each timestep. The minimum and maximum value of adult
number for all iterations at each timestep is depicted by dashed lines. Each panel represents
the percentage of Late Juvenile Mortality enacted on the population, which is consistently
enacted from timestep 500 to timestep 1000.

Late Extrinsic Mortality
Overcompensation did not occur for any level of late mortality for either asynchronous or
synchronous cohorts (Figure 2). The populations of both synchronous and asynchronous cohorts
never declined towards complete collapse for any of the mortality levels.
The asynchronous cohorts began to exhibit cycles in the number of adults at 75% and
90% mortality, rather than maintain a relatively consistent number of adults as they did at lower
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mortality levels (Figure 4). In synchronous cohorts, the number of adults produced cycled
through a four point cycle from 0% mortality up to 50% late mortality. At 75% and 90% late
mortality, the number of adults produced shifted towards an even level of peaks, with much less
difference in amplitude between the high peaks and the low peaks.
Effects on Total Population Size
The total number of mosquitoes after mortality was implemented was never higher than
the total number of mosquitoes prior to mortality, regardless of the timing and level of mortality.
Therefore, the model did not indicate that the hydra effect would occur under the experimental
conditions tested (Appendix, Figure 3).
For synchronous cohorts, a four point cycle in the number of total mosquitoes was
present when no extrinsic mortality was applied. At 25% and 50% early mortality, synchronous
cohorts shifted into two point cycles (Appendix, Figure 1). At 75% early mortality, decreasingly
small peaks continued until the end of the simulation at 1000 timesteps. At 90% early mortality,
there were no visible peaks present after mortality was enacted at 500 timesteps and the
populations collapsed quickly. Asynchronous cohorts did not produce any cycles under any level
of early mortality.
Synchronous cohorts maintained four point cycles for the total number of mosquitoes for
all levels of late mortality (Appendix, Figure 2). The four point cycles of synchronous cohorts
had reduced amplitude, and a smaller difference in the amplitude between high and low peaks,
starting at 50% - 90% late mortality. Asynchronous cohorts shifted into two point cycles at 75%
and 90% late mortality. Neither asynchronous nor synchronous populations appeared to be
trending towards collapse in the total population when late mortality was applied, even at the
level of 90% late mortality.
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Sensitivity Analyses
Food Recolonization
At a food recolonization rate of 10%, synchronous cohorts exhibited compensation at
10% late mortality, because the adult number did not differ significantly from the 0% mortality
control (Appendix, Figure 9). Otherwise, the recolonization rates tested had the same qualitative
results as the model application experiment for synchronous cohorts. The recolonization rates
tested did not affect whether or not overcompensation occurred for asynchronous cohorts,
compared to the model application experiment. As food recolonization increased, the magnitude
of the differences between the numbers of adults produced at different mortality levels compared
to the control increased.
Food Growth Rate
At a food growth rate of 2.0, synchronous cohorts exhibited overcompensation at 50%
early mortality (Appendix, Figure 10). At a food growth rates of 0.5 and 1.0, synchronous
cohorts did not exhibit overcompensation at 50% early mortality. Additionally, synchronous
cohorts exhibited compensation at 10% late mortality when the food growth rate was 0.5,
because the adult number did not differ significantly from the 0% mortality control.
Asynchronous cohorts did not exhibit qualitative differences compared to the experiment results
for early or late mortality, although asynchronous and synchronous cohorts both produced
overcompensation to a greater degree (i.e. a higher number of adults produced compared to the
control) with an increase in the food growth rate.
Stochasticity
The initial level of energy for larvae was altered from a uniform distribution to a normal
distribution, with the mean of 5.5 held constant (Appendix, Figure 11). The standard deviation
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for the normal distribution was tested at 1.0 and 3.0. With a standard deviation of 1.0, the normal
distribution produced overcompensation at 50% late mortality for synchronous cohorts. With a
standard deviation of 3.0, the normal distribution produced compensation at 50% late mortality
for synchronous cohorts. All other qualitative results remained the same for synchronous and
asynchronous cohorts at the mortality levels tested compared to the model application
experiment, and the differences in the number of adults produced were similar.
The model was also tested with larvae moving two patches per timestep. When there
were two movements per timestep for each larva, synchronous cohorts exhibited compensation at
50% early mortality (Appendix, Figure 12). Additionally, synchronous cohorts exhibited
compensation at 10% late mortality. The numbers of adults produced were relatively close at all
mortality levels for synchronous and asynchronous cohorts, and the differences in qualitative
results from the model application experiment were most likely due to an increase in variation
between iterations rather than differences in the mean number of adults produced.
Differential Sampling Methods
For the model application experiments, the number of adults produced from 249
timesteps to 499 timesteps were counted to evaluate adult production prior to mortality. The
number of adults produced from 501 timesteps to 751 timesteps were counted to evaluate adult
production after mortality. Six differential sampling methods were tested to determine the effect
of the window of sampling time, and the timing of mortality, on whether or not
overcompensation would be exhibited (Appendix, Table 1). The initial parameter values were
held constant as listed under “initial levels” in Table 1.
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Mortality at 500 timesteps
At 50% early mortality, synchronous cohorts exhibited overcompensation under
differential sampling 1 (Figure 5). Otherwise the results were qualitatively the same as the
results in the initial experiments for all mortality levels for synchronous and asynchronous
cohorts (Appendix, Figures 4 & 5).

Figure 5: Alternative sampling for the difference in the number of adults. Mortality was
enacted at 500 timesteps. The difference between the number of adults produced for 250
timesteps after mortality, with a delayed start to the sampling (timesteps 750 to 1000) and the
number of adults produced prior to mortality (timesteps 250 to 500). The difference was
calculated for each iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars represent the
minimum and the maximum of the 25 replicates. The panels denote when mortality occurred,
either for early juveniles, late juveniles, or not at all (i.e. control). The percentage of mortality
enacted on the population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal lines are the difference
in number of adults that were produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points above the
respective lines for either synchronous or asynchronous cohorts indicate overcompensation
occurred.
Under differential sampling 2 (Appendix Fig. 4), the results were qualitatively the same
as the results in the initial experiments. However, the baseline for measuring whether
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overcompensation occurred or not was -250 adults produced. The baselines for synchronous
cohorts are represented by dashed horizontal lines, for easy comparison in the graphs. The
negative value of the baseline was due to the total number of adults produced post-mortality
being lower than the total number of adults pre-mortality for synchronous cohorts when no
mortality was enacted. In the initial experiments, the post-mortality adults outnumber the
production of pre-mortality adults by approximately 450 individuals when no mortality is
enacted, making the baseline for determining if overcompensation occurred higher than 450
adults produced.
Mortality at 750 timesteps
For differential samplings 4, 5, and 6, mortality was enacted at 750 timesteps (Appendix,
Figures 6 - 8).
Under differential samplings 4, 5, and 6, the results on overcompensation were
qualitatively the same as the results in the model application experiments. The baseline for
measuring overcompensation, as represented by the horizontal lines on the graph, differed
between these three differential sampling windows. In differential sampling 4, the baseline was
approximately -450. Therefore, the total number of adults produced post-mortality was lower
than the total number of adults pre-mortality for synchronous cohorts in differential samplings 4
(Appendix, Figure 6) when no mortality was enacted, similar to differential sampling 2.
The number of adults began to exhibit cycles over time at 75% and 90% early mortality for
asynchronous cohorts after mortality was induced at 750 timesteps, similar to the pattern
exhibited when mortality was induced at 500 timesteps.
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Discussion
Previous models have indicated that the timing of extrinsic mortality or harvesting will
influence overcompensation (Abrams 2009; Liz 2016; Seno 2008). The seasonality of the
harvesting in models by Liz (2016) and Seno (2008) is relevant to fish and other long-lived
semelparous organisms. Our model applied the timing of extrinsic mortality in a relevant way to
the mosquito study system, where individuals are relatively short-lived and several generations
can occur over the course of a season. To better represent extrinsic mortality for mosquitoes,
individuals were targeted by larval control methods with specific mortality signatures that affect
egg hatch, such as SIT, or late-instar individuals, such as RIDL.
An empirical study has shown that overcompensation in Aedes albopictus adults is
affected by the timing of extrinsic mortality applied to larvae (McIntire and Juliano 2018). In a
mosquito-relevant model by Paton and Bonsall (2019), SIT was shown to result in compensation
of the adult population through the reduction of density-dependent regulation among conspecific
Aedes larvae. Our agent-based model explicitly demonstrated the mechanism of densitydependent mortality through resource competition between individuals, and the results
corroborated both empirical and mosquito-relevant modeling results. As predicted based on
Abrams’ mechanisms for hydra effect (Abrams 2009) the model indicated that overcompensation
occurs in the adult stage if extrinsic mortality acted prior to density-dependent mortality, i.e. on
early-instar larvae rather than late-instar larvae. The results supported the hypothesis that the
timing of extrinsic mortality, specifically that it acts prior to density-dependent mortality, is
critical for overcompensation to occur (Figures 3 & 4).
Furthermore, the model results supported our prediction that the circumstances that lead
to overcompensation differ for synchronous and asynchronous cohorts. Overcompensation was
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consistently produced under all tested scenarios at 50% early mortality for asynchronous cohorts.
In contrast, compensation, overcompensation, or additive mortality was exhibited for
synchronous cohorts at 50% early mortality (Figure 3). The results for synchronous cohorts
varied due to changes in the parameter levels of food growth and food recolonization rates,
changes in stochasticity, and variation in the timing of sampling pre and post mortality. The
qualitative shifts in results due to parameter changes at this treatment may indicate that this
particular mortality level and timing is a bifurcation point for adult numbers in synchronous
cohorts, and even slight changes in environmental conditions can lead to different outcomes in
the number of adults produced with mortality implementation. The difference in results due to
sampling windows indicates that synchronous cohorts exhibit a longer recovery period in adult
number than asynchronous cohorts after extrinsic mortality is induced. When the sampling
window occurred immediately after the mortality was enacted, the number of adults produced
was lower than prior to mortality being enacted (Figure 2). However, when the sampling window
was delayed for a period of 250 timesteps after mortality was enacted, the adult numbers were
greater than the number of adults produced prior to mortality being enacted (Figure 5).
Information on the differences in population dynamics between synchronous and
asynchronous cohorts can help inform mosquito control, particularly for the level of extrinsic
mortality required to effectively reduce the number of biting adults. Our results indicate that
mosquito control methods that effectively reduce mosquito populations in one region may not
produce the same results in another, in part due to environmental conditions such as rainfall
frequency and resource availability.
Our results also lead to interesting considerations in how to effectively drive a population
of mosquitoes to collapse, which may be more likely to result from early larval mortality than
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late larval mortality. Avoiding an immediate increase in adult mosquito number is important,
particularly during disease outbreaks when increases in adult numbers could lead to increased
transmission of vector borne illnesses. However, to completely remove a population of
mosquitoes, the model indicates that late-acting mortality may create cycles in adult numbers
that lead to population persistence even at 90% late-acting mortality (Figure 4).
Future research should consider how the control of one species may impact competing
species, particularly in the wake of species-specific control approaches such as genetically
modified mosquitoes and the increased use of Sterile/Incompatible Insect Technique (Lees et al.
2015; Wilke et al., 2018). A. aegypti is a popular target for species-specific control approaches
but competing species such as A. albopictus have similar hatching triggers and are competent
vectors of an overlapping range of diseases. As discussed by Paton and Bonsall (2019), the
degree of intraspecific and interspecific competition between two species will also influence
whether management of one target species will result in an overall reduction of that species.
From a management perspective, it is important to consider how the control of a target species
may positively impact dangerous non-target species.
From a community ecology perspective, it would be interesting for future studies to
explore the dynamics between competing species that do not respond to the same environmental
cues. For example, Culex species and Aedes species often inhabit similar environments and
compete for resources but have different oviposition and hatching behavior (Gjullin et al., 1941;
Judson 1960; Shriver and Bickley 1964). Aedes eggs will hatch when triggered by environmental
cues, and Culex eggs will hatch synchronously within a set time period of when the eggs are laid.
While hatching interval is particularly relevant to mosquito communities, the question of
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population management and hatching triggers could be equally interesting for other
communities, and lead to or limit the likelihood of coexistence through population fluctuations.
Our model has shown that the interaction between the timing and level of extrinsic
mortality sources and environmentally-induced cohort synchrony are important factors for
overcompensation. We have also shown that the avoidance of overcompensation and the goal of
population collapse may require opposing mortality regimes. Future research will consider the
interaction of species-specific control and environmental factors on communities.
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APPENDIX A: TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1. The alternative windows for sampling adult numbers and the timing of mortality are listed in the table
above. “Sampling” is a record of the number of adults produced during the timesteps listed.
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Figure 1: The mean number of total mosquitoes present at each timestep. The minimum and maximum value of
the total number of mosquitoes for all iterations a t each timestep is depicted by dashed lines. Each panel
represents the percentage of Early Juvenile Mortality enacted on the population, which is consistently enacted
from timesteps 500 timestep to timestep 1000.
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Figure 2: The mean number of total mosquitoes present at each timestep. The minimum and maximum value of
the total number of mosquitoes for all iterations at each timestep is depicted by dashed lines. Each panel
represents the percentage of Late Juvenile Mortality enacted on the population, which is consistently enacted
from timesteps 500 timestep to timestep 1000.
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Figure 3: The difference between the total number of mosquitoes produced for 250 timesteps after mortality
(timesteps 501 to 751) and the total number of mosquitoes produced prior to mortality (timesteps 249 to 499).
The difference was calculated for each iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars represent the
minimum and the maximum of the 25 replicates. The panels denote when mortality occurred, either for early
juveniles, late juveniles, or not at all (i.e. control). The percentage of mortality enacte d on the population is
presented on the X axis. The horizontal lines are the difference in number of adults that were produced for the
control (0% mortality level). Points above the respective lines would indicate that hydra effect occurred.
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Figure 4: Mortality was enacted at 500 timesteps. This shows the difference between the number of adults
produced for 250 timesteps after mortality, with a delayed start to the sampling (timesteps 550 to 800) and the
number of adults produced prior to mortality (timesteps 200 to 450). The difference was calculated for each
iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars represent the minimum and the maximum of the 25
replicates. The panels denote when mortality occurred, either for early juveniles, late juveniles, or not at all (i.e.
control). The percentage of mortality enacted on the population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal lines
are the difference in number of adults that were produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points abo ve the
respective lines indicate overcompensation occurred.
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Figure 5: Mortality was enacted at 500 timesteps. This shows the difference between the number of adults
produced for 100 timesteps after mortality, with a delayed start to the sampling (t imesteps 600 to 700) and the
number of adults produced prior to mortality (timesteps 300 to 400). The difference was calculated for each
iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars represent the minimum and the maximum of the 25
replicates. The panels denote when mortality occurred, either for early juveniles, late juveniles, or not at all (i.e.
control). The percentage of mortality enacted on the population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal lines
are the difference in number of adults that were produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points above the
respective lines indicate overcompensation occurred.
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Figure 6: Mortality was enacted at 750 timesteps. This shows the difference between the number of adults
produced for 250 timesteps immediately after mortality (timesteps 750 to 1000) and the number of adults
produced prior to mortality (timesteps 500 to 750). The difference was calculated for each iteration. The points
represent the mean, and the bars represent the minimum and the maximum of the 25 replicates. The panels
denote when mortality occurred, either for early juveniles, late juveniles, or not at all (i.e. control). The
percentage of mortality enacted on the population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal lines are the
difference in number of adults that were produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points above the
respective lines indicate overcompensation occurred.
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Figure 7: Mortality was enacted at 750 timesteps. This shows the difference between the number of adults
produced for 250 timesteps after mortality, with a delayed start to the sampling (timesteps 750 to 1000) and the
number of adults produced prior to mortality (timesteps 250 to 500). The difference was calculated for each
iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars represent the minimum and the maximum of the 25
replicates. The panels denote when mortality occurred, either for early juveniles, late juven iles, or not at all (i.e.
control). The percentage of mortality enacted on the population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal lines
are the difference in number of adults that were produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points above the
respective lines indicate overcompensation occurred.
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Figure 8: Mortality was enacted at 750 timesteps. This shows the difference between the number of adults
produced for 100 timesteps after mortality, with a delayed start to the sampling (timesteps 8 50 to 950) and the
number of adults produced prior to mortality (timesteps 550 to 650). The difference was calculated for each
iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars represent the minimum and the maximum of the 25
replicates. The panels denote when mortality occurred, either for early juveniles, late juveniles, or not at all (i.e.
control). The percentage of mortality enacted on the population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal lines
are the difference in number of adults that were produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points above the
respective lines indicate overcompensation occurred.
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Figure 9: Sensitivity analysis on the chance for food recolonization in an empty patch. This shows the
difference between the number of adults produced for the first 250 timesteps after mortality (timesteps 501 -751)
and the number of adults produced prior to mortality (249 – 499). The difference was calculated for each
iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars represent the minimum and maximum of the 25 replicates.
The panels denote when mortality occurred, either for early juveniles or late juveniles. The percentage of
mortality enacted on the population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal lines are the differe nce in
number of adults that were produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points above the respective lines
indicate overcompensation occurred. Points outlined in yellow are not significantly different than 0% mortality,
i.e. compensation occurred.
Food Recolonization Chance: Panel A = 0.1, Panel B = 0.2, Panel C = 0.5, Panel D = 1.0
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Figure 10: Sensitivity analysis on the chance for food growth rate. This shows the difference between the
number of adults produced for the first 250 timesteps after mortality (timesteps 501 -751) and the number of
adults produced prior to mortality (249 – 499). The difference was calculated for each iteration. The points
represent the mean, and the bars represent the minimum and maximum of the 25 replicates. The panels denote
when mortality occurred, either for early juveniles or late juveniles. The percentage of mortality enacted on the
population is represented on the X a xis. The horizontal lines are the difference in number of adults that were
produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points above the respective lines indicate overcompensation
occurred. Points outlined in yellow are not significantly different than 0 % mortality, i.e. compensation
occurred. Food Growth Rate: Panel A = 0.5, Panel B = 1.0, Panel C = 2.0
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Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis on the initial energy level distribution. The difference between the number
of adults produced for the first 250 timesteps after mortality (timesteps 501 -751) and the number of adults
produced prior to mortality (249 – 499). The difference was calculated for each iteration. The points represent
the mean, and the bars represent the minimum and maximum of the 25 replicates. The panels denote when
mortality occurred, either for early juveniles or late juveniles. The percentage o f mortality enacted on the
population is represented on the X axis. The horizontal lines are the difference in number of adults that were
produced for the control (0% mortality level). Points above the respective lines indicate overcompensation
occurred. Points outlined in yellow are not significantly different than 0% mortality, i.e. compensation
occurred.
“Initial energy” is the amount of energy a larva has when it hatches. All energy distributions tested here had
the same mean initial energy level of 5.5. The “uniform” distribution had a uniform distribution of 1 -10. Panel
B and Panel C had energy levels that were normally distributed.
Energy Standard Deviation: Panel A = uniform, Panel B = 1.0, Panel C = 3.0
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Figure 12: Sensitivity analysis on movement. The difference between the number of adults produced for the
first 250 timesteps after mortality (timesteps 501-751) and the number of adults produced prior to mortality
(249 – 499). The difference was calculated for each iteration. The points represent the mean, and the bars
represent the minimum and maximum of the 25 replicates. The panels denote when mortality occurred, either
for early juveniles or late juveniles. The percentage of mortality enacted on the population is represented on
the X axis. The horizontal lines are the difference in number of adults that were produced for the control (0%
mortality level). Points above the respective lines indicate overcompensation occurred. Points outlined in
yellow are not significantly different than 0% mortality, i.e. compensation occurred.
All larvae moved one patch per timestep or all larvae moved two patches per timestep. The larvae only fed in
the patch where they ended the timestep. Larval moves: Panel A = 1, Panel B = 2
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